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Summary 

 

The recent developments in renewable energy has led to an increasing demand for energy storage 

capability. This report aims to combine two of the most widely used methods: Pumped Hydro 

Energy Storage and Compressed Air Energy Storage. By using a closed pressure vessel of 200 m3, 

the system stores energy in the form of compressed air and gravitational potential energy of 

water. 

Two different charging and discharging methods were investigated to examine the behaviour of 

the proposed small-scale model, one “slow process” and one “fast process”. In the first one, 

water is pumped up and let out in increments and heat transfer is considered between each step. 

The other case assumes a constant flow of water with no heat transfer except when the tank is 

full. 

The best efficiency found was 70.7 % for the slow process. It was shown that the fast process 

could reach a higher efficiency if the storage time between charge and discharge was low. With a 

pump and turbine efficiency of 90 % each, an equivalent Pumped Hydro Energy Storage system 

would have 81 % efficiency. Although the energy density increases, the economic study 

concludes that the system is not worth investing in compared to other small scale energy storage 

systems like BESS. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

Den nuvarande utvecklingen inom förnybar energi har lett till en större efterfrågan av 

energilagring. Denna rapport har som mål att kombinera två av dem mest använda metoderna: 

pumpkraftverk och tryckluftslagring. Genom att använda en stängd trycktank med en volym på 

200 m2, lagrar systemet energi i komprimerad luft och vattnets gravitationella potentiella energi. 

Två olika laddningsmetoder och urladdningsmetoder har undersökts för att se beteendet av det 

småskaliga systemet, en ”långsam process” och en ”snabb process”. I den första processen 

pumpas vatten upp och släpps ut i små steg där värmeöverföringen betraktas för varje steg. I den 

andra processen antas det att vatten pumpas upp och släpps ut kontinuerligt, där ingen värme 

överförs från luften till vattnet, endast när tanken är full. 

Den högsta verkningsgraden var 70.7% för den långsamma processen. Det visade sig att den 

snabba processen kunde nå en högre verkningsgrad om lagringstiden mellan laddning och 

urladdning var kort. Ett liknande pumpkraftverks system skulle ha 81% verkningsgrad då 

turbinen och pumpen har 90% verkningsgrad vardera. Även fast energidensitet ökar, visar den 

ekonomiska analysen att detta system är inte är värt att investera i.  
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Nomenclature  

Name Symbol Unit 

Specific heat at constant 

pressure 

pc   J/(kg∙K) 

Specific heat at constant 

volume 
vc   J/(kg∙K) 

Heat capacity ratio    - 

Gravitational constant g   m/s2 

Volume  V   m3 

Pressure p   Pa 

Work W   J 

Reversible volume change 

work per unit mass 
yr  J/kg 

Mass m  kg 

Height/head h   m 

Efficiency    - 

Convective heat transfer 

coefficient 
conh   W/(m2∙K) 

Cross sectional area of tank A   m2 

Temperature T   K 

Change in time t  s 

Energy out of system 
outE   J 

Density    kg/m3 

Cost of turbine 
TC  SEK 

Income I   SEK 

Price P   SEK 

Cycles 
dayC   Cycles/day 

Number of years 
yearn   Years 
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Rest value R   SEK 

Total investment G    SEK 

Imputed rate of return r   % 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Energy Storage 

Energy storage has been used throughout history. One of the earliest examples of this is the 

storing of wood. Wood has been used as a material to produce fire for cooking and heating. 

However, the availability of wood might vary depending on the season. Societies that experience 

harsh temperature drops therefore collect wood during the summers when heating is not as 

crucial and stores it for the winter when heating is vital (Huggins, 2010). 

 

Energy is today not only used for heating and cooking. Energy is converted by different methods 

to produce electricity to power cars, homes, big complexes and much more. The modern society 

is based upon a consistent supply of energy, consequently leading to an enormous energy 

demand. According to “The Energy department of Sweden”, roughly 550 TWh of energy was 

used in Sweden during 2015, which is the equivalent of producing enough energy for 30 million 

households for one year under the Swedish living standards (Swedish Energy Department, 2015). 

 

Figure 1 shows the energy production from different sources in Sweden from 1970 to 2016. The 

statistics is obtained from the Swedish Energy Department (Swedish Energy Department, 2015). 
 

 

Figure 1. The energy production from different sources in Sweden from 1970 to 2015 

Additionally, there are no indications that the energy consumption will be declining in the nearest 

future. One of the primary resources of electricity has been to use crude oil or coal. The global 

consumption of crude oil in 2016 was roughly 51 000 TWh. It is well known that the waste 

products of combusting oil are dangerous to the environment. This has led to a discussion of 

meeting the energy demand with a sustainable and environmentally friendly way (IEA, 2017). 

The discussion has led to big investments in renewable energy such as solar power, hydro power 

and wind power. However, all three sustainable energy production types have the same problem; 

they do not produce energy at a steady rate. However, not as much has been invested in energy 

storage. Energy storage enables energy that has been produced to be stored and used whenever 
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the demand is needed. According to an article released by NyTeknik, energy storage is the crucial 

key for leaving crude oil as the biggest energy producer (Nyteknik, 2016). 

1.2 Energy Storage Systems 

Two of the most widely used systems for storing energy are Pumped-Hydro Energy Storage 

(PHES) and Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) (Rehman, Al-Hadhrami, Alam, 2015). The 

two methods are seen as the most mature systems in order to stabilize the energy production 

from renewable energy. Both can be used in large scale and are energy effective. (Fertig, Apt, 

2011) 

1.2.1 Pumped-Hydro Energy Storae (PHES) 

Pumped-hydro energy storage (PHES) stores energy in the form of gravitational potential energy 

of water. During times of high electricity production, water is pumped from a low reservoir to a 

higher elevation, thus increasing the potential energy of the water. During times of high electricity 

demand, the storage facility produces electricity by letting the stored water in the upper reservoir 

flow down through a tube. The potential energy is then converted to kinetic- and later electrical 

energy as the water flows through a turbine connected to a generator as seen in figure 2. PHES is a 

mature technology accounting for more than 90% of all globally installed stored power (IVA, 

2018). A graphic illustration is shown below. 

 

Figure 2 The illustration of PHES (Energy Storage Sense, 2018) 

 

1.2.2 Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) 

An alternative method is CAES (Compressed Air Energy Storage) which has the second most 

installed capacity after PHES (IVA, 2015). As in the case of most methods of energy storage, 

CAES also employs the use of potential energy. However, the energy is instead stored in the 

pressurized medium to later be expanded in the purpose of driving a turbine. 

A problem with CAES is that the air gets too warm during compression. The current method 

dumps heat into the surrounding environment during compression. Due to this, heat needs to be 

added during expansion, currently achieved through the burning of natural gas. Research is being 

conducted with the aim to improve this process and remove the need for natural gas. One idea is 

to utilize the removed heat during compression (ESA, 2018). 
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The figure below shows the general setup of CAES. Excess electricity is used to compress air 

into a salt dome. When there is demand the gas is allowed to expand, driving turbines to produce 

electricity. 

 

 

Figure 3 The illustration of CAES (EnergyEducation, 2018). 

1.2.3 Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) 

In recent years a rise in battery storage systems has come about with the decreasing price of 

lithium-ion batteries. The price is projected to further decrease in the coming years making 

battery storage more competitive with other storage methods for big scale application. Battery 

energy storage systems can be configured to quickly discharge, inserting a large amount of power 

into the grid or to slowly discharge for a steadier injection of power into the grid (GE, 2018). The 

scalability of battery energy storage allows it to be implemented in large scale as done by 

Mitsubishi Electric Corp. in Bhuzen, Japan (300 MWh), or in small scale in homes as done by 

Tesla with their “Powerwall”. Three 14 kWh batteries with a combined capacity of 42 kWh can 

be bought and installed in a home for a cost ranging between 211800-225200 SEK.  
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1.3 Electricity Prices 

The electricity prices ranges extensively depending on the year and the weather. Figure 4 shows 

the electricity price from Vattenfall, for every month in Sweden from year 2013 to 2017. 

 

 

Figure 4 The average electricity price every month in Sweden from 2013 to 2017 (Vattenfall AB, 2018) 

The price fluctuates due to many factors such as; 

• Fuels – The cost of different fuels can differ depending on the currency rate and the 

availability of the fuel. 

• Power plants – Power plants have maintenance, construction and operating costs. 

• Power grid – The power grids that feed consumers with electricity have maintenance 

costs. 

• Regulation – Different countries have different regulations. 

• Usage and load profile – The usage behaviour and the different load profiles from 

companies alters the price. 

• Weather – Extreme temperature will increase the demand, for example during cooling on 

hot summers. Wind and rain can also influence the price due to wind farm and water 

farms. (EIA, 2017) 

The factors above influence the price on a daily scale, figure 5 illustrates the price per hour on the 

same day for two different years.  
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Figure 5 The spot price every hour on seperate days in 2017 and 2018 (Vattenfall AB, 2018) 

 

The highest and lowest price per hour for different years can be seen in figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 The highest price versus the lowest price of electricity (Vattenfall AB, 2018) 

 

The figure below shows the average minimum and maximum price for different seasons for 

seven consecutive days in the year 2017. 
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Figure 7 The average price of electricity from four different seasons during 2017. The data is collected for the first seven consecutive 
days of each month (Nordpool, 2018) 

1.4 Subvention for Energy Storage 

In 2016 the Swedish government took a step towards a more renewable energy production. 

Private producers with options of energy storage can obtain a subsidy of 60% of the investment, 

however, no more than 50 000 kronor (Riksdagen, 2016). 

Furthermore, several other subsidies have been issued before by the Swedish government. The 

wind power premium is one example. The wind power premium enables different counties to 

obtain money depending on the amount of electricity produced by wind power as seen in Table 1 

below (NyTeknik, 2018). 

 

Table 1 The distribution of Solar Wind premium in Sweden (NyTeknik, 2018) 

County Amount of 

electricity 

certificates 

Power (kW) Distribution 

(SEK) 

Mariestad 14 44 265 20 578 801 

Ljusdal 8 27 600 12 831 241 

Töreboda 8 26 705 12 415 156 

Kristinehamn 5 16 500 7 670 851 

Ängelholm 5 10 700 4 974 430 

Jönköping 4 8 800 4 091 120 

Askersund 3 6 600 3 068 340 

Höganäs 2 4 400 2 045 560 

Tanum 2 3 000 1 394 700 

Hjo 1 2 000 929 800 

Sum 52 150 570 70 000 000 
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In addition the Swedish Government has introduced a subsidy that enables producers to have a 

higher price when selling electricity produced by renewable energy. The subsidy is called 

electricity certificate. An energy producer can obtain an energy certificate for every MWh the 

company produces. The producers can then sell the certificate to the buyers who are obligated to 

buy. The amount of electricity certificate the buyers must buy is determined and set by the 

government’s quota (Energimyndigheten, 2017).  

The electricity certificate price differs every year. This is because the electricity certificate is 

dependent on many factors such as inflation, demand and the quota set by the government. The 

figure below illustrates the price range from 2010 to 2018. 

 

 

Figure 8 The average price of electricity certificate in Sweden from 2009 to 2018 (Energimyndigheten, 2018) 

1.5 Previous Studies 

There are no previous studies available regarding combined hydro-storage and compressed air. 

However, there are some studies analyzing the feasibility of small scale PHES and CAES. 

A study made by researchers from ULB Brussels School of Engineering examined an apartment 

complex in Arras, France. The apartment complex, Goudemand, had an open air water tank on 

the roof. The open air water tank was connected to a lower reservoir of water with pipes. The 

upper reservoir was used as a small PHES where the water was released when electricity was 

needed. The PHES used an upper reservoir tank with a volume of 60 m3 and a head of 30 

meters. The conclusion drawn from this report was that the economic advantages found in large 

scale PHES were not present in this small scale PHES. The biggest problem was that the mass of 

the water did not contribute enough energy to counterbalance the cost of the system. Where the 

main cost of the system was the components of PHES. These include, turbine, pump, storage 

and piping (Silva, Hendrick, 2016). 

Furthermore, a techno-economical study from Roma Tre University analyzed the cost of small 

CAES systems. The study was based on 4600 kW Mercury recuperated gas turbine equipped with 

an artificial CAES. The study had a fixed amount of stored air and the pressure ranged between 

20-100 bar. The study concluded that building a tank for relatively small pressures gives raise to 

very high investment and maintenance costs roughly around 8,8 million SEK (Salvini, 2015). 
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2 Problem Statement and Goal 

 
PHES stores energy in the form of gravitational potential energy of water. By using a closed 
pressure vessel the system can also store energy in the form of compressed air. This will 
potentially lead to a higher energy density than in PHES. This report will study how the system 
behaves and if it is technically- and economically feasible to implement.      
 
The goal of this report is the following: 

• Calculate the round-trip efficiency of the proposed storage system  
• Determine if it is economically feasible to construct this system 
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3 Methodology  

In order to determine whether or not the proposed system with combined compressed air and 
water storage is feasible, the following methodology has been used. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9 The deconstruction of the method 

 
To be able to answer the problem statement a literature study has been conducted. The literature 
study has been used to obtain the information regarding how to construct and simulate the 
proposed model and the economic models that are valuable to examine.  

3.1 Calculations  

The formulas presented in this report have been obtained from ‘Applied Thermodynamic: Collection of 

Formulas’ by Hans Havtun if not stated otherwise. The figure below shows the initial idea of the 

system setup. Surplus electricity from renewable sources is used to pump up the water. As the 

water is pumped, the air pressure in the tank will increase. When electricity is needed the water is 

released and the pressure of the air increases the potential energy of the water. The calculations 

of this model are divided into two parts, the pumping and the release of the water.  
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Figure 10 An illustration of the model 

 

3.1.1 Assumptions 

• No heat loss to the surrounding environment 

• Ideal gases 

• Frictionless flow in pipes 

• Efficiency of 90% for the pump and the turbine 

• The volume ratio between the air and water is 1/15 

• The water is assumed to be in liquid state 

• pc   and vc   are constant 

• The medium height of the water in the tank, wh  , is constant. 

 

3.1.2 Charging the System 

The charging of the system consists of two parts, the process of compressing the air and the 

process of pumping the water. As stated before, as the water level rises the air will be 

compressed. Hence, the calculations for pumping can be divided into the work it takes to 

compress the air to a specific pressure and the work it takes to pump the water up to a specific 

elevation. 
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3.1.2.1 Compression of the Air  

Assuming no heat loss from the air to the surrounding environment the compression process is 

isentropic. Compressing the air to a certain volume the pressure can be calculated with the 

following formula: 

 

1

air
b a

a b

V p

V p

   
=   

   
(1.1) 

  

 

Where aV   is the volume of air before compression, bV  the volume of air after compression, ap  

the initial pressure, bp  the pressure after the compression and air  the specific heat ratio for air. 

The temperature of the compressed air can then be calculated with the following expression: 

 

1

( )

air

airb b

a a

T p

T p





−

=  (1.2) 

 

aT  is the initial temperature of the air and bT  is the temperature after the compression. The work 

needed to compress the air to a certain temperature is calculated with the formulas below:  

 

comp yr airW m=   (1.3) 

 

, ( )yr v air a bc T T =  −  (1.4) 

    

Where compW  is the work needed to compress the air, yr  the work per unit mass and airm  the 

mass of air. The specific heat of air, ,v airc , is obtained by the following relation for ideal gases 

 

,

,

p air

v air

air

c
c


=  (1.5) 

 

,p airc  is assumed constant through the whole process of compression. 
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3.1.2.2 Water Pumping 

The work needed to pump water to a specific height depends on the height of the elevation, the 

gravitational force g , and the mass of the water. The equation can be described as the following. 

 

(1.6) 

 

Where pumpW is the work of pumping water, h is the head (height of elevation). The height of the 

elevation is divided into two parts. The first part is the elevation from the ground to the bottom 

of the tank. The second part is the medium height of the water level in the tank. The equation 

below is used to calculate the head. 

 

w bh h h= +  (1.7) 

 

The medium height of the water level in the tank is denoted wh  and the height from the ground 

bh . The parameter wh  is assumed to be a constant value and not a function of the amount of 

water in the tank. It is dependent on the volume and the diameter of the tank as following 

 

3

2

tank

2

( )
w

V
h

D


=


 (1.8) 

 

Where tankD  is the diameter of the tank and 3V  the maximum volume of water in the tank. The 

mass of the water depends on the density of water, w , and the volume of water in the tank. 

 

3w wm V=   (1.9) 

 

 

3.1.2.3 The Total Work to Pump 

The total work to fill up the tank is calculated as shown below: 

 

in,tot

comp pump

pump

W W
W



+
=  (1.10) 

 

Where pump  is the efficiency of the pump.   

pump wW h g m= × ×
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3.1.2.4 The Convective Heat Transfer when Compressing 

To calculate the time needed for the air and water to reach the equilibrium temperature, the rate 

of heat transfer between the two mediums is calculated as shown below using the numerical 

Euler method:  

 

tank ( ( ) )con air eq

dQ
h A T t T

dt
=  −  (1.11) 

 

This rate of heat transfer is assumed constant for a duration of time and the energy that is 

transferred from or to the air is calculated as following: 

 

tank ( ( ) )con air eqQ h A T t T t=  −   (1.12) 

 

The new temperature of the air is then calculated by isochoric assumptions, using the expression 

below  

 

tank ,( ( ) ) ( )con air eq warm p warm a bQ h A T t T t m c T T=  −  =   −  (1.13) 

 

These calculations are iterated until the air reaches the equilibrium temperature and is done for 

every step of the charge and discharge process.   

 

3.2 Discretizing and Optimizing the Calculation 

To more accurately calculate the energy in and out of the system the problem must be 

discretized. The total volume of water the tank is to be filled with is divided into small parts and 

the energy it takes to fill the tank with that volume element is calculated. The calculation is done 

by using Matlab, code found in appendix I. Each volume element of water added to the tank will 

increase the pressure and temperature of the air as shown by the equations below: 

 

air

b
b a

a

V
p p

V

−
 

=  
 

 (1.14) 

 

1air

air
b

b a

a

p
T T

p





−

 
=  

 
 (1.15) 
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The work it takes to pump a volume element of water to the tank can be calculated with the 

following expressions: 

 

i iE V g h=     (1.16) 

 

, , (T T )yr i air v air a bE m c= −   −  (1.17) 

 

Where ,yr iE  is the extra work needed to pump up a volume element of the water caused by the 

compression of the air and iE  the work to pump up a volume element of water to the tank. By 

allowing the temperature, and thus the pressure of the air decrease by transferring heat to the 

water before the next volume element is pumped into the tank, the efficiency of the system can 

be increased. The equilibrium temperature the water and the air will reach is calculated with the 

expression below:    

 

, ,(T T ) m (T T )air v air b eq w p w eq waterQ m c c=   − =   −  (1.18) 

 

Where Teq  is the equilibrium temperature the water and the air will reach after the heat transfer. 

Twater  is the water temperature after adding a volume element of water to the tank. This is 

calculated by using the same expression as above, but instead using the energy balance for the 

water in the tank and the volume element of water inserted into the tank. The new pressure is 

then calculated and these calculations are done for each volume element of water pumped into 

the tank until the tank is full. The process can be seen in figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 11 An illustration of the slow charging process.  
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During the discharge of the system the same calculations are done but in reverse. Since the 

volume of air increases with each volume element of water that flows out of the system, the 

temperature and pressure of the air will decrease. The heat transfer will now be from the water to 

the air. After the heat exchange the pressure of the air is calculated to an equivalent head added 

to the head of the system. This calculation is shown below: 

 

air atm
pressure

w

p p
h

g

−
=


 (1.19) 

 

pressureh  is the head added by the pressure, atmp the atmospheric pressure.  

 

3.3 Economics 

To evaluate the economic aspects of the system the following two investments methods have 

been used, the net present value and the payback method. The life-span of the PHES ranges 

from 50-100 years with no performance decline (Immendoerferm, Tietze, 2017). The same range 

has been used in this report, the technical life span is 100 years and the economic life span 80 

years.  

3.3.1 Total Investment 

The calculations for the total investment have been split into four different calculations. 

• Pressure vessel – the storage of the water and air 

• The pump  

• Turbine 

• Investment of other – installation cost, maintenance cost and piping cost. 

3.3.2 Investment of Pressure Vessel 

The investment in the pressure vessel system is based on a study on small scale CAES study 

(Coriolano Salvini, 2015). The study analyzed the price for different pressures and volumes. The 

pressure set in this report is 15 bar and the volume of the tank is 200 m3. The table below shows 

the price of a pressure vessel that could withstand 20 bar and have volume of 1218 m3 (Coriolano 

Salvini, 2015). 

Table 2 The results obtained for the pressure vessel 

Pressure (bar) 20 

Storage (m3) 1218 

Mass (kg) 410 450 

Price 8,8 million 

SEK 
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The geometric dimensions were not stated in the report from Cariolon Salvini. Therefore, to 

obtain a price for the pressure vessel in this report an assumption has been made. The 

assumptions are that the maximum pressure for this system is 20 bar (safety factor of 1.33) and 

that the price of the vessel obtained from the report above decrease linearly with the volume. The 

cost of the pressure vessel in this report will therefore be roughly 1,44 million SEK. 

3.3.3 Investment in the Pump & Turbine 

The pump used for the system was from Grundfors. It can pump water above 200 meters with a 

max flow rate of 966 l/min. (Whisperspump, 2017). 

To examine the turbine cost a study from Lancaster University was used. The study analyzed the 

cost of different turbines to derive an equation that estimates the cost of turbines. (Aggidis, 

Luchinskaya, Rothschild, Howard, 2010)  

0.542600 kWTC =   (1.20) 

Where, kW is the power produced by the system. 

3.3.4  Other Investments  

The other components needed are the following; 

• Pipes – to transport the water, pipes are needed. According to a study from Guilherme de 

Oliviera e Silva and Patrick Hendrick, the cost of pipes for a small PHES system is 

roughly 20 000 kronor for 30 meters. Assuming the cost increases linearly with the length 

of the piping. The estimated cost is about 32 000 kronor for 50 meter (Silva, Hendrick, 

2016). 

• Installation of the system and electronics – 12% of the total investment according to the 

same study as above (Silva, Hendrick, 2016). 

• Maintenance cost – is roughly around 4% (Irena, 2012). 

3.3.5 Generated Income 

The generated income depends on the spot price of the electricity during the day. The electricity 

has been bought at it cheapest point and sold at its highest point. 

The generated income can be described by the following equation. 

 

( )day high out low in yearI C P E P E n=   −   (1.21) 

 

Where, I is the generated income per year. The average minimum price of electricity and the 

maximum price of electricity lowP , respectively highP  are based on the data from figure 7. outE  is the 

output energy and inE  is the input energy. daysC  is the number of charges per day and yearn  is the 

number of days per year the system is used. 
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3.3.6 Net Present Value 

Net present value is common method when calculating the current value of the future cash flow 
with regards to the initial investment. If the net present value is positive the investment is 
profitable. The higher the value, the more profitable the investment is. The formula is the 
following. 
 

N I NUS R NPV G=  +  − (1.22) 

1

(1 )n
NPV

r
=

+
 (1.23) 

1 (1 ) nr
NUS

r

−− −
=  (1.24) 

 
 
Where, I is the expected cash flow (generated income). The rest value, R, of the system is 
assumed to be 400 000 SEK. The imputed rate of return is denoted r which is 2% and n is the 
economic life span (Industriell ekonomi, 2015). 
 
 
 

3.3.7 Pay Back Method 

Payback Method is used to determine how long it takes for the project to payback the initial 
investment (Industriell ekonomi, 2015). The equation is as follows, 
 

InitialInvestment
Year

Income
=   

 

3.4 LCA – Cycle Analysis 

To examine the impact the components in the system have on the surrounding environment, a 

LCA –analysis have been conducted. The software CES Edupack is used to foresee the ecological 

footprint the system has on the environment. CES Edupack takes in consideration the energy 

consumed and the CO2 produced when producing, transporting, using and discarding. 

3.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

In order to evaluate the influence of some parameters, a sensitivity analysis has been conducted. 

The changes in parameters of the economic aspects are the following: 

• Electricity Prices – the electricity price range in price extensively during different time. By 

observing the data from figure 7 the price can range 8 %. 

• Imputed rate of interest – by changing the imputed rate of interest the investment can be 

seen as more profitable or less. The Net Present Value will be examined if the imputed 

rate of interest increase to 5% 

• The economic life span from 80 to 60 years, with 2 % rate of interest. 
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The changes in parameters of the technical aspects are the following. 

• Tank volume 

• Compression factor 

• Convection coefficient 

• Diameter of the tank 

 

4 Results and Discussion 

 

The results have been divided into two different scenarios, a slow and a fast scenario. The first 

scenario is the when the water is pumped into the tank slowly and then released slowly. Each 

time a volume element is pumped into or let out of the tank, the air and water is allowed to reach 

equilibrium temperature. The fast case does not allow this and is considered to be adiabatic 

during compression and expansion. 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Deconstruction of the results 

 

Since the system is dependent on several parameters, many of them had to be assumed. The 

compression ratio was set to 1/15 and therefore the end pressure of the slow system reached 15 

bar. A cylinder with a diameter of ten meter was assumed for the tank. However, as part of the 

sensitivity analysis, the diameter as well as the compression ratio and convection coefficient 

varies. Since the efficiency of pumps and turbines is a function of the load, a dynamic profile 

would be hard to model. They were assumed constant at 90 % each.  

A dimensioning factor for the system was chosen to be the energy capacity. For realistic 

purposes, it was required to be able to sustain a household for one day. According to Tesla’s 

consumption calculator it is roughly 30 kWh for a home with five bedrooms (Tesla, 2018). This 

constraint added with the assumed parameters resulted in a tank volume of 200 m3. The 

convection coefficient used for heat transfer, is set to 10 W/(m2∙K). The constant values such as 

water density and atmospheric pressure is found in appendix III. 

 

 

Results

Slow 
Scenario

Fast 
Scenario
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4.1 The Compression of the Air 

 

Figure 13 The temperature change of air when compressed 

 

The fast compression process undergoes no loss of heat of during pumping. This is shown in 

figure 14 and 15, where the temperature and pressure of the air reaches their peaks at 593 C and 

45 bar respectively. This happens at the desired compression ratio when the water takes up 14/15 

of the volume of the tank. The difference in temperature between the cold water and hot air is 

then allowed to reach equilibrium through heat exchange, as showed by the dotted lines. The 

blue line depicting the slow compression is in fact not constant as the figure suggests. For each 

volume element that is pumped into the tank, the air gets warmer, but is then cooled down by the 

water. For the last compression stage, the air is heated to 21.7 C and then cooled down to 20.07 

C. 
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Figure 14 The air pressure for different compressions 

 

Figure 15 Energy input for compressing air 

 

The temperature and pressure after equilibrium is reached, is almost identical for the two 

compression processes. This is because the air weighs around 240kg and the water 18 670 kg, 

meaning that the extra input energy for the fast scenario is distributed throughout the whole 

body of water. Therefore, the equilibrium temperature after fast compression is 20.13 C and 

20.07 C for the slow case. The corresponding pressures are 15.205 bar and 15.202 bar. 
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4.2 The Total Energy Input 

 

Figure 16 Total energy input 

 

During the slow compression when the temperature and pressure in the air is allowed to stabilize 

in between each pumping stage, the required energy for compression is 17.0 kWh. Whilst in the 

case of fast compression it requires 30.6 kWh due to the higher overpressure in the tank. In figure 

17 the work of pumping up the body of water to the tank is added and the total input energy is 

displayed. Slow pumping requires 45.9 kWh and fast pumping 59.6 kWh. The difference between 

figure 11 and 12, show that it takes 28.9 kWh to pump the water to the desired height as done in 

regular PHES. 
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4.3 The Energy Output 

 

Figure 17 The energy output from pressure due to volume ratio 

 

 

Figure 18 The total energy output 

 

Moving from right to left in figure 18, when releasing water from the full tank, a difference in 

output energy can be noted for the two cases. When only accounting for the energy stored in the 

form of pressure, the slow expansion produces 9.0 kWh and the fast expansion 4.8 kWh. The 

reason behind this is that the air cannot utilize the stored heat in the water during fast expansion. 

The air cools at each expansion stage, but it doesn’t get heated up again by the water as in the 

case of slow expansion. A problem arises in this, because the energy stored in the water gradually 

leaves the system when water is let out, thus creating an underpressure in the tank. Since this is 
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counterproductive, the proposed solution used in creating the values for fast expansion in figure 

18, is a hatch opening up at the moment of reaching underpressure. After only 50-60% of the 

water remains in the tank, there is no overpressure left and the extracted energy comes only from 

the height of the tank in relation to the turbine. 

Amounting for the whole system, according to figure 19 the total outputs of energy are 32.5 kWh 

for slow and 28.3 kWh for fast expansion. The energy increase given by the pressure compared 

to a regular PHES system with the same specifications, is roughly 34 %. 

 

4.4 Efficiency 

According to the initial limitations set in section 3.1.1.1 and the given parameters in section 4.1, 

the energy losses occur: In the heat exchange with the water and in the efficiencies from the 

pump and turbine components. All of these factors are present in the results displayed in tables 

3-6. The pressure efficiencies consist of the in- and output from pressure, whilst the total 

efficiencies amount for the height of the tank as well. 

Table 3 The pressure efficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 The pressure efficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 The pressure efficiency 

Compression Ratio=1/20 Expansion 

 

Compression 

 Slow Fast 

Slow 55.4% 28.9% 

Fast 31.9% 16.7% 

 

 

 

Compression Ratio=1/15 Expansion 

 

Compression 

 Slow Fast 

Slow 53.1% 28.6% 

Fast 32.8% 17.6% 

Compression Ratio=1/10 Expansion 

 

Compression 

 Slow Fast 

Slow 49.4% 27.8% 

Fast 33.4% 18.8% 
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Altering the volume of the tank or its height position has no impact on the pressure efficiencies 

in tables 3-5. They change only in regard to the compression ratio. Comparing the three it is 

indicated that a higher compression ratio increases the efficiencies when slow compression is 

used and decreases them for fast compression. The opposite is true for a lower compression 

ratio. 

Table 6 Total efficiencies 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

If applying the set limitations on a PHES system, the efficiency would be 81 % due to the 90% 

efficiencies of the pump and turbine and the absence of heat loss. Implying that the total 

efficiencies in table 6 increases with the size of the tank, because the energy from the pressure 

becomes smaller with regard to the total output. With an infinitely large tank, the total efficiencies 

would be just under 81%. Also, if using fast compression and then fast expansion before the 

system reaches equilibrium, the 47.6% efficiency presented in table 6 would increase since less 

energy would’ve had time to transfer to the water. This is studied further in chapter 4.1.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vc =1/15 

Total 

Efficiencies 

Expansion 

 

 

Compression 

 Slow Fast 

Slow 70.7% 61.7% 

Fast 54.6% 47.6% 
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4.5 Time to Reach Equilibrium 

 

According to equation (1.12) the heat transfer ratio depends on the coefficient hcon and the cross-

section area which is quadratically proportional to the diameter Dtank. The table below shows 

calculated values of the time it takes for a full tank do undergo each process.  

Table 7 Estimated times for heat transfer 

1 
Timestep used was 1 second and the volume is divided into 100 parts. Iterated down to 0.1C above equilibrium temperature.  

 

The slow processes take a small amount of time to reach equilibrium for each volume element 

that is pumped in or let out of the tank, the sums of these are displayed above. The time needed 

until equilibrium is reached for the fast scenario, is calculated once the tank is full and has a 

temperature of 593 C as shown in figure 14.  

The mass of water was divided into 100 elements using the Euler method. Changing the element 

size changes the heat transfer times for the slow cases. For the fast case, it remains constant since 

heat transfer only occurs in between charging and discharging, see appendix I. Due to the 

problem’s dynamic nature the values are only to be used as rough estimates. 

As seen in table 6 the highest efficiency is achieved when using the slow processes. For that 

situation, it is desirable to have fast heat transfer to maximize the number of cycles possible. This 

is achieved through maximizing hcon and Atank as demonstrated by the example values in table 7.  

It would take 4 hours to load and 4 hours to unload the storage unit slowly. Changing the 

dimensions of the vessel to get a larger cross section would be beneficial in this case. Increasing 

the convection coefficient would also lower the charging/discharging time. This could be done 

by increasing the motion of the water and air inside the tank. For example, by letting the inlet of 

the water be positioned at the top of the tank to induce motion in the air or installing a fan.  

Lower heat transfer would be advantageous for the fast scenario. Table 7 shows that it takes 3.3 

hours for the 593 C hot air to be cooled to the equilibrium temperature at around 20 C and the 

pressure to drop from 45 to 15 bar. Assuming a cylindrical vessel with 4 meter in diameter and a 

convection coefficient of 10.  

Process 

 

Convection 

coefficient 

Slow 

compression 

Slow expansion Fast 

compression 

Process 

 

 

        Diameter 

210 W/(m )conh K=    120 h 120 h 3.3 h 
tankD  = 4 m 

250 W/(m )conh K=   25 h 24 h 0.66 h 
tankD = 4 m 

210 W/(m )conh K=   20 h 19 h 0.53 h 
tankD = 10 m 

250 W/(m )conh K=   3.9 h 3.9 h  0.11 h 
tankD = 10 m 
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The used equations presume uniform heating and cooling, which is not a realistic approach and 

benefits the speed of the heat transfer. Thus, the time window for storing could be greater in 

reality. However, this report does not take heat transfer through the vessel wall into 

consideration, which would make the air lose pressure and temperature faster. The convection 

coefficient is a dynamic value throughout the process but is considered constant for this study, it 

would also have an effect on the transfer times. 

 

 

4.5.1 Fast Scenario Before Equilibrium 

According to the assumptions made in chapter 4.5 and in table 7, 3.3 hours is an estimate of how 

long it could take for the temperature and pressure to stabilize in the fast scenario. A dynamic 

model of this case has been conducted and the results are presented in figure 20 and 21. 

 

 

 

Figure 19 The pressure drop over time 
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Figure 20 The temperature drop over time 

Table 8 demonstrates how the fast case could be used beneficially with regard to efficiency. Once 

again it is assumed that no heat loss occurs during the compression phase. Then when the tank is 

full, the air transfers heat to the water for a certain specified time before the water is released and 

expansion occurs. No heat is transferred to the water during expansion, however the amount of 

heat already transferred to the water leaves the system. 

Table 8 Time between charge and discharge for the specified values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What can be deduced from table 8, is that the efficiency could be made greater with the fast 

scenario than with the slow scenario. An example of the output energy is shown in figure 22 

below. The efficiencies found for 15 minutes in table 8, is calculated using those output values as 

well as the input values found in figures 16 and 17.  

 

Compression Ratio 

= 1/15 

tankD =4m 

210 W/(m )conh K=   

 

Fast compression and fast 

expansion 

 

Total efficiency 

1 s 200 s 900 s = 15 

min 

81% 70.1% 61.4% 

Pressure efficiency 81% 65.1% 45.2% 
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Figure 21 Output energy after 15 minutes for the fast scenario 

 

4.6 Economics  

The table below shows the total investment of the system. 

 

Table 9 Total investment cost of the system 

Material Cost(SEK) 

Pump 114 940 

Tank 1 440 000 

Stainless steel 

pipes 

35 218 

Turbines 205 960 

Installation of 

the system 

211 310 

Maintenance  88 045 

Subvention -50 000 

Total  2 050 000  

 

It is evident to see from the table above, that the pressure vessel (tank) is about 70% of the total 

cost. Pressure vessels are quite expensive compared to water storage tanks. There is a more 

complicated problem when handling pressure compared to entirely handling water. The price of 

the pump and turbine are dependent on the height and the pressure in the tank. The price can 

vary extensively depending on these parameters. The other cost presented such as the piping and 

the installation cost is calculated by a percentage seen in other similar projects 
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The table below shows the results of the generated income, the net present value and the payback 

method of the most effective scenario.  

 

Table 10 The results obtained from generated income, NPV, Payback 

Generated Income per year1 6 700 SEK 

Net Present Value1 -1.7  million SEK 

Payback Time1 300 years 

1) 
Two cycles per day as the system takes eight hours to charge and discharge plus the three hours to pump using 966 l/min. The 

system is active every day during the year.  

The generated income is dependent on the price of the electricity as stated above in section 3.3.5 

and the efficiency of this system. The generated income per year is low compared to the initial 

investment which can be seen in the net present value and the payback time. To see if an 

investment is profitable the net present value must be positive. It is clear that the system is not 

seen as a good investment. Furthermore, the payback time should be lower than the economic 

lifetime of the system. Economically wise this system is a bad investment. 

The economic results obtained from this report are similar to the economic results of the smaller 

PHES study presented in section 1.4. The underlying problem is that the energy output is not 

enough to counter balance the initial investment. The biggest cost is the pressure vessel and in 

order to make it economically feasible an artificial tank cannot be the solution.   

 

4.7 Sensitivity Analysis 

The table below shows the results when changing the electricity price with 8%. 

 Table 11 Results of sensitivity analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 8% increase 

in electricity 

price 

8% decrease 

in electricity 

price 

Change 

interest rate 

from 2% to 

5% 

Change in 

economic life-

span from 80 

to 60 years 

Generated Income 7 300 SEK 6 200 SEK 

Net Present Value -1,7 million 

SEK 

-1,67 million 

SEK 

-1,9 million 

SEK 

-1,7 million 

SEK 

Payback 280 years 330 years 
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4.8 Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) 

The results from CES-Edupack showed that the biggest energy usages and CO2 emissions were 

during the production of material. The energy usage for the material in the system was 
65,6 10  

MJ and the CO2 emission around 
53,9 10  kilograms. The system reduced the carbon dioxide 

emission with 560 kilograms and the energy waste with 
49,9 10  MJ. For more information see 

appendix II. 

5 Conclusion 

The results presented in this report state that it is not economically feasible to construct a 
combination of compressed air and hydro storage in a smaller scale. The energy density of PHES 
is small compared to other existing technologies like BESS, which can be implemented in small 
scale. Although the pressure increases the energy density in the system, 34% for the slow case, it 
does not add enough to justify the price of the pressure vessel, which corresponds to 70 % of the 
total investment. The price for BESS with similar energy storage capacity and a much higher 
energy density than the one proposed in this report, is roughly 215000 SEK for 42 kWh, whilst 
the system in this report costs roughly two million SEK for 33 kWh. Hence, BESS is cheaper in a 
smaller scale. Furthermore, the study of a small PHES as stated earlier in the literature study 
described a similar problem. The energy density is not enough to be applied in small scale 
(390 000 SEK for 3.5 kWh). This coincides with results obtained from this report.   

The highest efficiency of the system, using the parameters stated in section 4, was calculated to 
70.7 % using slow compression and expansion. The reason for this is the low overpressure 
during pumping and that heat is extracted from the water during expansion. A higher efficiency 
could be achieved if the system uses the fast scenario with a short storage time and is optimized 
to transfer as little heat to the water as possible. For example, by minimizing the cross-sectional 
area and the convection coefficient. The fast scenario does however demand more expensive 
equipment because of the high pressure and temperature. 

 

6 Future Studies 

A proposal for future studies would be to look at the possibility of implementing the system in a 
salt cave, which are good at withstanding pressure. By doing this the cost of the pressure vessel 
could be avoided and bigger scaling made possible.  

By building a prototype of the system a more accurate model could be made. A dynamic value of 
the convection coefficient as the tank is filled could be obtained. The storage time until 
equilibrium is heavily dependent on the limitations, parameters and the numerical method used 
for the calculations. A prototype could therefore shed some light on the systems actual behavior. 

A social aspect that would be interesting to explore, is if the tank could be used as a water 
reservoir in case of fire. Because of the vessel’s small scale, it could be implemented at the top of 
a building. If a party is renting the building and wants to make use of the water in case of 
emergency, the owners of the storage system could take out an annual fee, thus increasing its 
income.  

The results from the economic study indicate that the system should not be invested in. There 
are many factors affecting these economic values. The available information of the components 
for the system is scarce. Calls and emails had been sent in order to obtain the correct information 
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needed without results. The costs of each component have been calculated hypothetically with no 
handling of suppliers or contractors. To obtain a more accurate cost analysis contractors and 
suppliers must be part of the planning stage. 
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Appendix 

I   Matlab Code 

clear all; close all; clc; 

  

%% Examensarbete - Kandidatniv? 

  

%% Parameters 

format short 

k_air=1.4;                              %heat capacity ratio for air 

g=9.81;                                 %gravitational constant -- m/s^2 

V1=200;                                 %Volume empty tank -- m^3 

c=15;                                   %Compression ratio 

V2=V1/c;                                %Volume compressed air -- m^3 

P1=1.01325e5;                           %Atmospherical pressure -- Pa 

T1=293.15;                              %Room Temperature -- Kelvin 

d_tank=10;                              %Diameter tank -- meter 

Cpl=1006;                               %Cp for air att room temperature -- J/(kg*K) 

Cvl=Cpl/k_air;                          %Cv for air att room temperature -- J/(kg*K) 

step=1000;                              %Number of volume elements the water is divided into 

Pumpeff=0.9;                            %Pump efficiency 

Turbeff=0.9;                            %Turbine efficieny 

rho_w=1000;                             %Density water at room temperature 

V3=V1-V2;                               %Volume water full compression 

mw=rho_w*V3;                            %Mass water 

Cpw=4200;                               %Cp for water          

hcon=50;                                %Convection coefficient 

  

height_w=V3*2/(pi*d_tank^2);            %Medium height of water in tank 

height_b=50;                            %Height of tank above ground level 

hval=height_b+height_w                  %The water body's total heght above ground 

A_tank=(d_tank^2)*pi/4;                 %Cross section area 

rho_a=1.205;                            %Density air 

ml=V1*rho_a;                            %Mass of air in tank     

m_in=rho_w*(0:V3/step:V3);              %Mass of water in tank due to compression 

m_out=rho_w*(V3:-V3/step:0);            %Mass of water in tank due to expansion 

dV=(V1-V2)/step;                        %Volume element 

dMw=dV*rho_w;                           %Mass of each volume element in kg 

%% Fast compression 

Vcomp=[V1:-(V1-V2)/step:V2];                %Volume change of air in tank due to compression -- 

[m^3] 

Pcomp=((Vcomp./V1).^-k_air).*P1;            %Air pressure after compression before heat exchange -- 

[Pa]                   

Tcomp=T1.*((V1./Vcomp).^(k_air-1));         %Temperature of compressed air before heat exchange -- 

[Kelvin] 

Tcomp_c=Tcomp-273.15;                       %Temperature of compressed air before heat exchange -- 

[Celsius] 

  

T_eq=((ml*Cvl*Tcomp(end))+(mw*Cpw*T1))/((mw*Cpw)+(ml*Cvl));            %Equillibrium temperature 

W=-Cvl.*(T1-Tcomp(end));                                               %Work [J/kg] needed to 

compress air 

Work_comp=W*ml;                                                        %Work [J] needed to compress 

air 

  

Pumpwork=(height_b+height_w)*g*mw;     %Work needed to pump water to middle of tank excluding 

pressure 

Work_intot=(Work_comp+Pumpwork)/Pumpeff;         %Total amount of energy put into system -- Fast 

pumping 

  

Wplot=(-Cvl.*(T1-Tcomp))*ml/Pumpeff;                    %Work [J] needed to compress air >> plot 

Wplot_tot=Wplot+(m_in*g*(height_b+height_w))/Pumpeff;   %Total work [J] needed for fast copmression 

>> plot 

%% Slow expansion after fast compression 

  

Vexp=[V2:(V1-V2)/step:V1];                          %Volume change for air due to expansion 

Pfast=Pcomp(end)*(T_eq/Tcomp(end));                 %Pressure in air after heat exchange with water 

Tfast1=T_eq;                                         

Tfast2=T_eq; 

  

 for i=2:length(Vexp);          

Pfast(i)=((Vexp(i)/Vexp(i-1)).^-k_air).*Pfast(i-1);              %New air pressure due to volume 

change 

Tfast1(i)=Tfast2(i-1)*((Pfast(i)/Pfast(i-1))^((k_air-1)/k_air)); %New air temperature due to volume 

change 

Tfast2(i)=(ml*(Cvl)*Tfast1(i)+m_out(i)*(Cpw)*Tfast2(i-

1))/(m_out(i)*(Cpw)+ml*(Cpl/k_air));          %Equillibrium temperature after heat exchange with 

water 

Pfast(i)=Pfast(i)*(Tfast2(i)/(Tfast1(i)));                       %New air pressure due to heat loss 

to water 
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 end 

heightpr_fast=(Pfast-P1)/(rho_w*g);                              %Equivalent height due to pressure 

htot_fast=height_w+height_b+heightpr_fast;                       %Total height of water 

ee_fast=g*dMw*(htot_fast);                                       %Amount of energy released for each 

dV 

Eout_fast=sum(ee_fast)*Turbeff;                                  %Total amount of energy released 

Eoutp_fast=sum(g*dMw*heightpr_fast)*Turbeff; 

%% Slow compression 

Pnew=P1; 

Pmax=Pnew; 

Tnew1=T1; 

Tnew2=T1; 

 for i=2:length(Vcomp)          

Pnew(i)=((Vcomp(i)/Vcomp(i-1)).^-k_air).*Pnew(i-1);              %New air pressure due to volume 

change 

Pmax(i)=Pnew(i);                                                 %Pressure after compression and 

before heat exchange 

Tnew1(i)=Tnew2(i-1)*((Pnew(i)/Pnew(i-1))^((k_air-1)/k_air));     %New air temperature due to volume 

change 

Eyr(i)=-ml*Cvl*(Tnew2(i-1)-Tnew1(i));                            %Work needed to compress dV of air  

  

Tnew12(i)=((m_in(i-1)*Cpw*Tnew2(i-1))+dMw*Cpw*T1)/(m_in(i)*Cpw);    %Eq temperature of water after 

room temperatured dV is inserted 

Tnew2(i)=(ml*Cvl*Tnew1(i)+m_in(i)*(Cpw)*Tnew12(i))/(m_in(i)*(Cpw)+ml*(Cvl));    %Equilibrium 

temperature between air and water 

Pnew(i)=Pnew(i)*(Tnew2(i)/(Tnew1(i)));                           %New air pressure due to heat loss 

to water 

end 

Ein=(sum(Eyr)+Pumpwork)/Pumpeff;                                %Total energy input for slow 

compression 

%% Slow expansion after slow compression 

  

Pnewo=Pnew(end);                                                %-

                                               

Tnew1o=Tnew2(end);                                              %-Starting values before expansion 

Tnew2o=Tnew2(end);                                              %- 

 for i=2:length(Vexp)          

Pnewo(i)=((Vexp(i)/Vexp(i-1)).^-k_air).*Pnewo(i-1);              %New air pressure due to volume 

change 

Tnew1o(i)=Tnew2o(i-1)*((Pnewo(i)/Pnewo(i-1))^((k_air-1)/k_air)); %New air temperature due to volume 

change 

Tnew2o(i)=(ml*(Cpl/k_air)*Tnew1o(i)+m_out(i)*(Cpw)*Tnew2o(i-

1))/(m_out(i)*(Cpw)+ml*(Cpl/k_air));          %Equillibrium temperature after heat exchange with 

water 

Pnewo(i)=Pnewo(i)*(Tnew2o(i)/(Tnew1o(i)));                       %New air pressure due to heat loss 

to water 

 end 

heightpr=(Pnewo-P1)/(rho_w*g);                                   %Equivalent pressure height for 

slow compression 

htot=height_w+height_b+heightpr;                                 %Total height of water 

ee=g*dMw*(htot);                                                 %Energy released for each dV 

ee2=[ee]; 

  

Eout=sum(ee)*Turbeff;                                                    %Total energy output for 

slow compression and slow expansion 

  

Ein_plot=cumsum(Eyr)/Pumpeff;                                    %Energy to compress air slowly >> 

Plot 

eeplot=cumsum(g*dMw*heightpr)*Turbeff;                           %Output energy of compressed air 

for slow compression and slow expansion >> Plot 

Eout_fastplot=cumsum(g*dMw*heightpr_fast)*Turbeff;               %Output energy of compressed air 

for fast compression and slow expansion >> Plot 

  

dMw_vek=dMw*[0 ones(1,length(m_in)-1)];                             %Vector of mass used for plots 

Ein_plottot=cumsum(Eyr + dMw_vek*g*(height_b+height_w))/Pumpeff;     %Total energy used for slow 

compression >> Plot 

eeplot_tot=cumsum(ee2)*Turbeff;                                       %Total energy released for 

slow expansion after slow compression >> PLot 

Eout_fastplot_tot=cumsum(g*dMw*(heightpr_fast+height_b+height_w))*Turbeff;   %Total energy released 

for slow expansion after fast compression >> Plot 

%% Fast expansion after slow compression 

  

Pexp_fast=[Pnew(end)];                                                  %Final pressure after slow 

compression 

Texp_fast=[Tnew2(end)];                                                 %Final temperature after 

slow compression 

 for i=2:length(Vexp);          

Pexp_fast(i)=((Vexp(i)/Vexp(i-1)).^-k_air).*Pexp_fast(i-1);              %New air pressure due to 

volume change 

Texp_fast(i)=Texp_fast(i-1)*((Pexp_fast(i)/Pexp_fast(i-1))^((k_air-1)/k_air)); %New air temperature 

due to volume change 

 end 
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 %% Fast expansion after fast compression 

  

Pexp_fast2=[Pfast(1)];                                                     %Final pressure after 

fast compression 

Texp_fast2=[T_eq];                                                         %Final temperature after 

fast compression 

 for i=2:length(Vexp);          

Pexp_fast2(i)=((Vexp(i)/Vexp(i-1)).^-k_air).*Pexp_fast2(i-1);              %New air pressure due to 

volume change 

Texp_fast2(i)=Texp_fast2(i-1)*((Pexp_fast2(i)/Pexp_fast2(i-1))^((k_air-1)/k_air)); %New air 

temperature due to volume change 

 end 

  

  

 for i=1:length(Pexp_fast) 

     if Pexp_fast(i)<P1; 

         Pexp_fast(i)=P1; 

     end                                                    %Opens hatch to avoid underpressure, see 

chapter 4.1.3 

      if Pexp_fast2(i)<P1; 

         Pexp_fast2(i)=P1; 

     end 

 end 

 fast_height1=(Pexp_fast-P1)/(rho_w*g);                     %Pressure height 

 htot_fast1=height_w+height_b+fast_height1;                 %Total height            

 E_exp=((g*dMw*fast_height1)+(mw*g*hval))*Turbeff;          %Vector of output energies for each dV 

 E_expplot=cumsum(g*dMw*fast_height1)*Turbeff;              %Pressure output plot 

 E_expplot_tot=cumsum(g*dMw*htot_fast1)*Turbeff;            %Total output for plot 

  

fast_height2=(Pexp_fast2-P1)/(rho_w*g);                     %Pressure height 

htot_fast2=height_w+height_b+fast_height2;                  %Total height         

E_exp2=g*dMw*htot_fast2*Turbeff;                            %Vector of output energies for each dV 

E_expplot2=cumsum(g*dMw*fast_height2)*Turbeff;              %Pressure output plot 

E_expplot_tot2=cumsum(g*dMw*htot_fast2)*Turbeff;            %Total output for plot 

%% Time equillibrium 

counter=zeros(1,length(Vcomp)); 

counter_exp=zeros(1,length(Vcomp)); 

counter_high=0; 

Tspeed_comp=Tnew1;                  %Temperature of air after volume change but before heat transfer 

with water -- Slow compression 

timestep=1;                         %Heat transfer ratio runs for this amount of time [s] 

Tspeed_exp=Tnew1o;                  %Temperature of air after volume change but before heat transfer 

with water -- Slow expansion 

T_high=Tcomp(end);                  %End temperature after fast compression 

P_high=Pcomp(end);                  %End pressure after fast compression 

Tvek_fast=[T_high]; 

for i=1:length(Tnew1); 

     

    while Tspeed_comp(i)-Tnew2(i)>0.1;                             %- 

Qspeed(i)=hcon*A_tank*(Tspeed_comp(i)-Tnew2(i));                     %-Slow 

compression                                                                    %-Slow compression 

Tspeed_comp(i)=Tspeed_comp(i)-((Qspeed(i)/(Cvl*ml))*timestep);       %- 

counter(i)=counter(i)+timestep;                                      %- 

    end 

        while Tspeed_exp(i)-Tnew2o(i)<-0.1;                         %- 

Qspeed_exp(i)=hcon*A_tank*(Tspeed_exp(i)-Tnew2o(i));                 %-Slow expansion 

Tspeed_exp(i)=Tspeed_exp(i)-((Qspeed_exp(i)/(Cvl*ml))*timestep);     %- 

counter_exp(i)=counter_exp(i)+timestep;                              %- 

        end 

     

            while T_high-T_eq>0.1;                                 %- 

Qspeed_high=hcon*A_tank*(T_high-T_eq);                               %- 

T_high=T_high-((Qspeed_high/(Cvl*ml))*timestep);                     %-Fast compression 

counter_high=counter_high+timestep;                                  %- 

Tvek_fast=[Tvek_fast T_high]; 

Pval=P_high(end)*(T_high/(Tvek_fast(end-1))); 

P_high=[P_high Pval]; 

            end 

end 

counterh=sum(counter)/3600                          %Time for heat transfer for slow compression [h] 

counterh_exp=sum(counter_exp)/3600                  %Time for heat transfer for slow expansion [h] 

counter_fast=counter_high/3600                      %Time for heat transfer until equilibrium for 

fast scenario [h] 

timevek_fast=[1:length(Tvek_fast)];                 %Vector used for plotting time for fast scenario 

  

%% Fast expansion after fast compression over time 

Time_stored=1                                     %Number of seconds stored for fast scenario 

T_initial=Tvek_fast(Time_stored);                                

P_initial=P_high(Time_stored); 

  

 for i=2:length(Vexp);          
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P_initial(i)=((Vexp(i)/Vexp(i-1)).^-k_air).*P_initial(i-1);              %New air pressure due to 

volume change 

T_initial(i)=T_initial(i-1)*((P_initial(i)/P_initial(i-1))^((k_air-1)/k_air)); %New air temperature 

due to volume change 

 end 

  

  

 for i=1:length(P_initial) 

     if P_initial(i)<P1; 

         P_initial(i)=P1; 

     end                                            %Opens hatch > Avoids underpressure 

      if P_initial(i)<P1; 

         P_initial(i)=P1; 

     end 

 end 

  

P_eq_height=(P_initial-P1)/(rho_w*g);                   %Pressure height 

Height_eq=height_w+height_b+P_eq_height;                %Total height 

Energy_out_fast=g*fliplr(dMw_vek).*Height_eq*Turbeff;   %Vector of output energies for each dV 

Energy_expplot=cumsum(g*dMw*P_eq_height)*Turbeff;       %Pressure output plot 

Energy_expplot_tot=cumsum(Energy_out_fast);             %Total output for plot 

%% Efficencies 

  

EFFp_ss=eeplot(end)/Ein_plot(end)             %Efficiency of pressure for slow compression and slow 

expansion 

EFF_ss=Eout/Ein;                               %Total efficiency for slow compression and slow 

expansion 

EFFp_fs=Eoutp_fast/Work_comp;                  %Efficiency of pressure for fast compression and slow 

expansion 

EFF_fs=Eout_fast/Work_intot;                   %Total efficiency for fast compression and slow 

expansion 

EFFp_sf=E_expplot(end)/Ein_plot(end);          %Efficiency of pressure for slow compression and fast 

expansion 

EFF_sf=E_expplot_tot(end)/Ein(end);            %Total efficiency for slow compression and fast 

expansion 

EFFp_ff=E_expplot2(end)/Work_comp;             %Efficiency of pressure for fast compression and fast 

expansion 

EFF_ff=E_expplot_tot2(end)/Work_intot          %Total efficiency for fast compression and fast 

expansion 

EFFp_ff_t=sum(Energy_expplot(end))/(Work_comp); %Pressure efficiency for fast case as a function of 

time=Time_stored 

EFF_ff_t=sum(Energy_out_fast)/(Work_intot);     %Pressure efficiency for fast case as a function of 

time=Time_stored 

  

EFF_p_to_w=eeplot(end)/(Eout-eeplot(end));      %How much energy density the pressure adds for the 

slow case 

%% Plots 

Vprocplot=(Vcomp/V1)*100;                        

Pcompplot1=[1e-5*Pcomp(end) 1e-5*Pfast(1)]; 

m_inplot=m_in*100/(V1*rho_w);                               %values used for plots 

m_inplot2=[[m_in(end) m_in(end)]]*100/(V1*rho_w); 

m_inplot3=[m_in (m_in(end)+dMw)]*100/(V1*rho_w); 

Vcompplot1=[m_inplot(end) m_inplot(end)]; 

Tcompplot1=[Tcomp_c(end) T_eq-273.13]; 

  

figure(1); 

plot(m_inplot,Tcomp_c,'r',m_inplot,(Tnew2-273.15),'b',Vcompplot1,Tcompplot1,'rv--'); 

xlabel('V_{w}/V_{tank}'); 

ylabel('Temperature [^oC]'); 

title('Compression of Air'); 

legend('Fast compression','Slow compression','Decrease in temperature due to heat exchange') 

  

figure(2) 

plot(m_inplot,1e-5*Pnew,'b',m_inplot,(1e-5*Pcomp),'r',m_inplot2,Pcompplot1,'rv--'); 

xlabel('V_{w}/V_{tank} [%]'); 

ylabel('Pressure_{air} [Bar]'); 

title('Comparison between slow and fast compression'); 

legend('Slow compression','Fast compression','Pressure loss due to heat exchange with water'); 

  

figure(3) 

plot(m_inplot,(1/(3.6e6))*Wplot,'r',m_inplot,(1/(3.6e6))*Ein_plot,'b'); 

xlabel('V_{w}/V_{tank} [%]'); 

ylabel('Energy [kWh]'); 

title('Energy to compress air'); 

legend('Fast compression','Slow compression'); 

  

figure(4) 

plot(m_inplot,(1/(3.6e6))*Wplot_tot,'r',m_inplot,(1/(3.6e6))*Ein_plottot,'b'); 

xlabel('V_{w}/V_{tank} [%]'); 

ylabel('Energy [kWh]'); 

title('Energy in'); 

legend('Fast compression','Slow compression'); 
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figure(5) 

plot(fliplr(m_inplot),(1/(3.6e6))*E_expplot,'r',fliplr(m_inplot),(1/(3.6e6))*eeplot,'b'); 

xlabel('V_{w}/V_{tank} [%]'); 

ylabel('Energy [kWh]'); 

title('Energy output from pressure'); 

legend('Fast expansion','Slow expansion'); 

  

figure(6) 

plot(fliplr(m_inplot),(1/(3.6e6))*E_expplot_tot,'r',fliplr(m_inplot),(1/(3.6e6))*eeplot_tot,'b'); 

xlabel('V_{w}/V_{tank} [%]'); 

ylabel('Energy [kWh]'); 

title('Total output'); 

legend('Fast expansion','Slow expansion'); 

  

figure(7) 

plot(timevek_fast/3600,Tvek_fast-273.15) 

xlabel('Time [h]') 

ylabel('Temperature [^oC]') 

title('Temperature over time for fast scenario') 

%  

figure(8) 

plot(timevek_fast/3600,P_high*1e-5) 

xlabel('Time [h]') 

ylabel('Pressure_{air} [Bar]') 

title('Pressure drop over time for fast scenario') 

  

figure(9) 

plot(fliplr(m_inplot),(1/(3.6e6))*Energy_expplot,'r',fliplr(m_inplot),(1/(3.6e6))*Energy_expplot_tot

,'b'); 

xlabel('V_{w}/V_{tank} [%]'); 

ylabel('Energy [kWh]'); 

title('Fast compression and expansion stored for 30 minutes'); 

legend('Output from pressure','Total output'); 

  

%% Economy 

Price_tank=1.44*10^(6);                 %price of tank 

Cost_P=114940;                             %price of pump 

Pipes=0.02;                                 %percentage of cost for pipies 

kW=33;                                      %assumed energy output 

TurC=2600*11.99*kW^(0.54);                  %turbine cost 

TotalC=Price_tank+Cost_P+TurC;              %total investmet 

ConstC=0.12*TotalC; 

MaintC=0.05*TotalC; 

PipesC=Pipes*TotalC; 

TotalCn=Price_tank+Cost_P+Pipes*height_b+TurC+ConstC+MaintC+PipesC-50000; %total investment 

inclusive maintenence cost, installation cost, pipes 

disp('The total cost') 

disp(TotalCn) 

  

%% Generated Income 

Effout=[(1/(3.6e6))*E_expplot_tot(end) (1/(3.6e6))*eeplot_tot(end)]; %effekt out pumping 

Effin=[(1/(3.6e6))*Wplot_tot(end) (1/(3.6e6))*eeplot(end)];             %effekt out 

Phigh=[0.327 0.30 0.3818 0.4041];                               %average high price for every season 

Plow=[0.26 0.19 0.26 0.28];                                     %average low price for every season 

Phighavg=sum(Phigh)/4;                                              %average high price 

Plowavg=sum(Plow)/4;                                        %average low price 

Total_outp=[33 29];                                             %total output 

Times=2;                                                %cycles per day 

Days=365;                                                   %days per year 

I_incf=(Effout(1)*Phighavg-Effin(1)*Plowavg)*Times*Days;        %income years fast 

  

disp('The generated income for fast compression (kr)') 

disp(I_incf) 

  

I_incs=(Effout(2)*Phighavg-Effin(2)*Plowavg)*Times*Days;        %income year slow 

disp('The generated income for slow compression (kr)') 

disp(I_incs) 

  

%% Senstivity analysis if the price change with +-8% 

I_ai=(Effout(2)*Phighavg*1.08-Effin(2)*Plowavg*1.08)*Times*Days;             

I_ad=(Effout(2)*Phighavg*(1-0.08)-Effin(2)*Plowavg*(1-0.08))*Times*Days; 

  

disp('Income if the price increase with 8%') 

disp(I_ai) 

disp('Income if the price decrease with 8%') 

disp(I_ad) 

  

  

%% Net present value 

ra=0.02;                    %imputed rate of retun 

n=80;                           %econmic life span 
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a=[I_incf I_incs];          %generated income 

R=400000;                   %rest value 

Nus=(1-(1+ra).^(-n))/ra; 

Nuv=1/((1+ra).^(n)); 

Nuvarde=a.*Nus+R*Nuv-TotalCn; 

disp('Net present value if the interest rate is 2% and 80 year lifespan') 

disp(Nuvarde) 

  

  

%% K?nslighetsanalys 

%if interest rate is 5% 

ra1=0.05; 

n=80; 

a=[I_incs]; 

R=400000; 

Nuss=(1-(1+ra1).^(-n))/ra1; 

Nuvs=1/((1+ra1).^(n)); 

Nuvardse=a.*Nuss+R*Nuvs-TotalCn; 

disp('Nuvarde if interest is 5%') 

disp(Nuvardse) 

  

%if the economical life span is 50 instead but 0.02 interest rate 

n1=60; 

Nuss=(1-(1+ra).^(-n1))/ra; 

Nuvs=1/((1+ra).^(n1)); 

Nuvardse1=a.*Nuss+R*Nuvs-TotalCn; 

disp('Net Present Value if the lifespan would be 60 years') 

disp(Nuvardse1) 

  

%if the electircity price change with 8% 

ra=0.02; 

n=80; 

a1=[I_ad I_ai]; 

R=400000; 

Nus=(1-(1+ra).^(-n))/ra; 

Nuv=1/((1+ra).^(n)); 

Nuvarde1=a1.*Nus+R*Nuv-TotalCn; 

  

disp('The NPV value with 8% change in electricity price, decrase respectively increase') 

disp(Nuvarde1) 

  

%% Paybavk Metod 

Pay=TotalCn./a; 

disp('Payback time (base case)') 

disp(Pay) 

  

%the payback method when changing with 8% 

Payback8=TotalCn./a1; 

disp('The payback after changing the electricity price with 8%') 

disp(Payback8) 

 

 

 

II LCA  

 
          

  

 

 

Eco Audit Report 
 

 

       

        

Product name 
 

 

Energy Storage 
 

  

        

Country of use 
 

 

Sweden 
 

  

        

Product life (years) 
 

 

80 
 

   

        

Summary: 
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Energy details 
 

 

CO2 footprint details 
 

    

          

 

Phase Energy 

(MJ) 
Energy 

(%) 
CO2 footprint 

(kg) 
CO2 footprint 

(%) 

Material 5,63e+06 87,9 3,86e+05 88,8 

Manufacture 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Transport 6,33e+05 9,9 4,49e+04 10,3 

Use 9,92e+04 1,5 561 0,1 

Disposal 4,24e+04 0,7 2,97e+03 0,7 

Total (for first life) 6,41e+06 100 4,34e+05 100 

End of life potential -4,99e+06  -3,41e+05  
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Eco Audit Report 
 

  

 

   

    

     

    

Summary 
 

Energy Analysis 
 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 Energy (MJ/year) 

Equivalent annual environmental burden (averaged over 80 year product life): 8,01e+04 
 

 

  

 

  

Detailed breakdown of individual life phases 
 

  

    

 

 

Material: 
 

 

Summary 
 

   

    

Component Material 
Recycled 

content* 

(%) 

Part 

mass 

(kg) 
Qty. Total mass 

(kg) 
Energy 

(MJ) % 

Pipes Stainless steel Virgin (0%) 2,4e+02 1 2,4e+02 2e+04 0,4 

Pressure Vessel Low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 2,1e+05 1 2,1e+05 5,5e+06 98,1 

Pump Stainless steel Virgin (0%) 14 1 14 1,2e+03 0,0 

Turbine Stainless steel Virgin (0%) 1e+03 1 1e+03 8,4e+04 1,5 

Total    4 2,1e+05 5,6e+06 100 

 

    

*Typical: Includes 'recycle fraction in current supply' 
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Manufacture: 
 

Summary 
 

   

    

 

Component Process Amount processed Energy 

(MJ) % 

Total    100 

 

 

    

 

  

     

 

 

Transport: 
 

Summary 
 

  

     

 
 

   

     

Breakdown by transport stage 
 

    

Stage name Transport type Distance 

(km) 
Energy 

(MJ) % 

Turbine Sea freight 6e+02 2e+04 3,2 

Pipe 14 tonne truck 1,2e+03 2,2e+05 35,0 

Pressure Vessel 14 tonne truck 1,2e+03 2,2e+05 35,0 

Pump Sea freight 5e+03 1,7e+05 26,7 

Total  8,1e+03 6,3e+05 100 

 

     

Breakdown by components 
 

    

Component Mass 

(kg) 
Energy 

(MJ) % 

Pipes 2,4e+02 7,2e+02 0,1 

Pressure Vessel 2,1e+05 6,3e+05 99,4 

Pump 14 42 0,0 

Turbine 1e+03 3e+03 0,5 

Total 2,1e+05 6,3e+05 100 
 

 

 

 

  

       

 

 

Use: 
 

Summary 
 

   

       

  

Static mode 
 

 

  

Energy input and output type Electric to mechanical 

(electric motors) 

Country of use Sweden 

Power rating 33 
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(W) 

Usage (hours per day) 24 

Usage (days per year) 3,7e+02 

Product life (years) 80 
  

       

 

Relative contribution of static and mobile modes 
 

 

       

 

Mode Energy 

(MJ) % 

Static 9,9e+04 100,0 

Mobile 0  

Total 9,9e+04 100 
 

  

       

 

 

     

       

 

  

   

 

 

Disposal: 
 

Summary 
 

  

   

Component End of life 

option 
Energy 

(MJ) % 

Pipes Recycle 1,7e+02 0,4 

Pressure Vessel Re-manufacture 4,2e+04 99,1 

Pump Reuse 2,8 0,0 

Turbine Re-manufacture 2e+02 0,5 

Total  4,2e+04 100 

 

 

   

EoL potential: 
 

  

   

Component End of life 

option 
Energy 

(MJ) % 

Pipes Recycle -1,6e+04 0,3 

Pressure Vessel Re-manufacture -4,9e+06 98,0 

Pump Reuse -1,2e+03 0,0 

Turbine Re-manufacture -8,1e+04 1,6 

Total  -5e+06 100 
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Notes: 
 

Summary 
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Eco Audit Report 
 

  

 

   

    

     

    

Summary 
 

CO2 Footprint Analysis 
 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 CO2 (kg/year) 

Equivalent annual environmental burden (averaged over 80 year product life): 5,43e+03 
 

 

  

 

   

 

Detailed breakdown of individual life phases 
 

  

    

 

 

Material: 
 

 

Summary 
 

   

    

Component Material 
Recycled 

content* 

(%) 

Part 

mass 

(kg) 
Qty. Total mass 

(kg) 

CO2 

footprint 

(kg) 
% 

Pipes Stainless steel Virgin (0%) 2,4e+02 1 2,4e+02 1,2e+03 0,3 

Pressure Vessel Low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 2,1e+05 1 2,1e+05 3,8e+05 98,4 

Pump Stainless steel Virgin (0%) 14 1 14 70 0,0 

Turbine Stainless steel Virgin (0%) 1e+03 1 1e+03 5e+03 1,3 

Total    4 2,1e+05 3,9e+05 100 

 

    

*Typical: Includes 'recycle fraction in current supply' 
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Manufacture: 
 

Summary 
 

   

    

 

Component Process Amount processed 
CO2 

footprint 

(kg) 
% 

Total    100 

 

 

    

 

   

      

 

 

Transport: 
 

Summary 
 

  

     

 
 

   

     

Breakdown by transport stage 
 

    

Stage name Transport type Distance 

(km) 
CO2 footprint 

(kg) % 

Turbine Sea freight 6e+02 1,4e+03 3,2 

Pipe 14 tonne truck 1,2e+03 1,6e+04 35,0 

Pressure Vessel 14 tonne truck 1,2e+03 1,6e+04 35,0 

Pump Sea freight 5e+03 1,2e+04 26,7 

Total  8,1e+03 4,5e+04 100 

 

     

Breakdown by components 
 

    

Component Mass 

(kg) 
CO2 footprint 

(kg) % 

Pipes 2,4e+02 51 0,1 

Pressure Vessel 2,1e+05 4,5e+04 99,4 

Pump 14 3 0,0 

Turbine 1e+03 2,1e+02 0,5 

Total 2,1e+05 4,5e+04 100 
 

 

 

 

   

        

 

 

Use: 
 

Summary 
 

   

       

  

Static mode 
 

 

  

Energy input and output type Electric to mechanical 

(electric motors) 

Country of use Sweden 
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Power rating 

(W) 33 

Usage (hours per day) 24 

Usage (days per year) 3,7e+02 

Product life (years) 80 
  

       

 

Relative contribution of static and mobile modes 
 

 

       

 

Mode CO2 footprint 

(kg) % 

Static 5,6e+02 100,0 

Mobile 0  

Total 5,6e+02 100 
 

  

       

 

 

     

       

 

   

    

 

 

Disposal: 
 

Summary 
 

  

   

Component End of life 

option 

CO2 

footprint 

(kg) 
% 

Pipes Recycle 12 0,4 

Pressure Vessel Re-manufacture 2,9e+03 99,1 

Pump Reuse 0,2 0,0 

Turbine Re-manufacture 14 0,5 

Total  3e+03 100 
 

 

   

EoL potential: 
 

  

   

Component End of life 

option 

CO2 

footprint 

(kg) 
% 

Pipes Recycle -8,7e+02 0,3 

Pressure Vessel Re-manufacture -3,4e+05 98,3 

Pump Reuse -70 0,0 

Turbine Re-manufacture -4,8e+03 1,4 

Total  -3,4e+05 100 
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Notes: 
 

Summary 
 

 

  

 
  

 

   
 

III Constant Values  
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